HSCA "Mugbook" Photos - Page 1

These photographs come from the HSCA Numbered Boxes of photos (box 5). They depict various people related to the JFK had an interest. Index is in record number 180-10124-10172.

1. Jim Braden
   (Eugene Hale Brading)

2. Sylvia Odio

3. G. Wray Gill

4. Gerry Patrick Hemming

5. Clay Shaw

6. Jack Martin

7. Fred Lee Crisman

8. Harry Dean

9. Guy Cabaldin

10. (marked in inde: as Thomas Beckhan)

11. Guy Banister

12. William Seymour

13. Lawrence Howard

14. Regis Kennedy

15. Lynn Bennett

Click on any thumbnail image to view an enlarged version. Use the pagelinks above to view other pages of photos.
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These photographs come from the HSCA Numbered Boxes of photos (box 5). They depict various people related to the JFK had an interest. Index is in record number 180-10124-10172.

Click on any thumbnail image to view an enlarged version. Use the pagelinks above to view other pages of photos.

19. Lincoln P. Bloomfield
20. John Howard Bowen
21. Edgar Eugene Bradley
22. William C. Brady
23. Carlos Bringuier
25. Larry Craford
26. William Dalzell
27. Geneva Dees
28. Jeanne DeMohrenschildt
29. Penny Dollar
31. William Duff
32. Frank Dugan
33. Joe Garman
34. Eva L. Grant
35. Julio J. Grassi
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These photographs come from the HSCA Numbered Boxes of photos (box 5). They depict various people related to the JFK assassination saga and in whom the HSCA had an interest. Index is in record number 180-10124-10172.

Click on any thumbnail image to view an enlarged version. Use the pagelinks above to view other pages of photos.
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These photographs come from the HSCA Numbered Boxes of photos (box 5). They depict various people related to the JFK assassination saga in whom the HSCA had an interest. Index is in record number 195-10124-10172.

Click on any thumbnail image to view an enlarged version. Use the pagelinks above to view other pages of photos.
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These photographs come from the HSCA Numbered Boxes of photos (box 5). They depict various people related to the JFK had an interest. Index is in record number 180-10124-10172.

Click on any thumbnail image to view an enlarged version. Use the pagelinks above to view other pages of photos.

73. "Dark Compeled Man"
74. Unidentified (possibly Jim Braden)
75. Unidentified (spectator)
76. Unidentified (in baggy suit)
77. Unidentified (Danny Arce?)
79. Bonnie Ray Williams
80. "Frenchie" tramp
81. Tall tramp
82. Short tramp
83. Unidentified (No Name Key)
85. Unidentified (No Name Key)
86. Unidentified (arrested in Ft. Worth)
87. Unidentified (outside Ruby trial)
88. Pedro Diaz Lanz
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